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Coherent excitation of an ensemble of quantum objects underpins quantum many-body phenomena, and
offers the opportunity to realize a memory that stores quantum information. Thus far, a deterministic and
coherent interface between a spin qubit and such an ensemble has remained elusive. Here, we first use an elec-
tron to cool the mesoscopic nuclear-spin ensemble of a semiconductor quantum dot to the nuclear sideband-
resolved regime. We then implement an all-optical approach to access individual quantized electronic-nuclear
spin transitions. Finally, we perform coherent optical rotations of a single collective nuclear spin excitation –
a spin wave. These results constitute the building blocks of a dedicated local memory per quantum-dot spin
qubit and promise a solid-state platform for quantum-state engineering of isolated many-body systems.
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A controllable quantum system provides a versatile inter-
face to observe and manipulate the quantum properties of an
isolated many-body system (1). In turn, collective excitations
of this ensemble can store quantum information as a mem-
ory (2, 3) – a contemporary challenge for quantum technolo-
gies. While a number of hybrid qubit-ensemble approaches
have been pursued in the last decade (4, 5), nuclear spins re-
main the most promising ensemble candidate owing to their
unparalleled coherence times. Such a nuclear ensemble inter-
faced with a (spin) qubit is described elegantly by the central
spin model (6,7), studied in donor atoms embedded in Si (8,9),
diamond color centers (10–12), and semiconductor nanostruc-
tures (13–16). In these systems, the state of the central spin
and of the spin ensemble that surrounds it are tied by mutual
interaction, allowing proxy control over the many-body sys-
tem and long-lived storage in principle (2). Realising this sce-
nario with an electron in a semiconductor quantum dot (QD)
offers access to a large ensemble of nuclear spins with quasi-
uniform coupling to the central spin. In this system, coherent
addressing of the ensemble via the central spin has yet to be
shown, and a limiting factor is the thermal fluctuations of the
surrounding spins that obfuscate the state-selective transitions
required for such control. However, driving the central spin
can stimulate exchange of energy with its surrounding spins,
and thus modify the properties of its own environment. This
has been shown to reduce the uncertainty on the collective spin
state of the isolated QD nuclei, leading to prolonged electron
spin coherence (17–21).
In this Report, we use all-optical stimulated Raman transi-
tions to manipulate the electron-nuclear system and realize a
coherent interface. First employing a configuration analogous
to Raman cooling of atoms (22), we drive the electron spin to
reduce the thermal fluctuations of the nuclear spin ensemble
(Fig. 1a). Cooling the nuclear spin fluctuations to an effective
temperature well below the nuclear Zeeman energy (< 1mK),
followed immediately by detuned probing of the electron spin
resonance (ESR), we reveal an excitation spectrum of transi-
tions between many-body states that are collectively enhanced
by the creation of a single nuclear spin-wave excitation – a
nuclear magnon. Finally we drive a single magnon transition
resonantly, inducing coherent exchange between the electron
spin and the nuclear spin ensemble.
Our system consists of a charge-controlled semiconduc-
tor QD (23), where a single electron spin is coupled opti-
cally to a charged exciton state, and magnetically to an iso-
lated reservoir of N (104 to 105) nuclear spins of As (total
spin I = 3/2), Ga (I = 3/2), and In (I = 9/2), as in
Fig. 1b. We drive the electron-nuclear system with a nar-
row two-photon resonance at detuning   from an excited state,
whose linewidth   is tunable via the optical pumping rate of
the electron spin (Fig. 1b), as with Raman cooling (22). The
optical parameters set the dissipation rate relative to the en-
ergy scales relevant for cooling, which are the nuclear Zee-
man energy !n and the hyperfine coupling energy per nucleus
Ac, like the phonon and photon recoil energies for trapped
atoms (22). In atomic physics, the motion of an atom rel-
ative to detuned driving fields leads to a velocity-dependent
absorption rate via the Doppler effect and, together with the
photon recoil momentum, to a damping force that is the basis
of laser cooling of atomic motion (24). In our system, the hy-
perfine interaction between the electron and nuclei leads to a
shift of the ESR that depends linearly on the net polarization
Iz of the nuclei (6); this Overhauser shift 2AcIz thus leads to a
polarization-dependent absorption rate. In the presence of ma-
terial strain, the hyperfine interaction enables optically driven
nuclear spin flips that can be modelled as sidebands of ampli-
tude ⌘⌦ (⌘ < 1) on a principal transition of amplitude ⌦ that
flips the electron spin only (25, 26). With fast electron spin
reset, absorption on the sidebands at polarization-dependent
rates W±(Iz) can increase (+) or decrease ( ) the mean nu-
clear polarization Iz, as shown in Fig. 1c, in a process known
as dynamic nuclear polarization (6, 27). The evolution of this
complex system pitting drift W± against diffusion  d(Iz) is





[Iz   f(Iz)] , (1)
where  tot = W+ +W  +  d is the total diffusion rate, and
f(Iz) = (3N/2)(W+ W )/ tot is the cooling function that
reduces fluctuations, as in Doppler cooling (24). The polariza-
tion I0 =  /(2Ac) is the steady-state of the dynamical system
defined by Eq. 1, as shown in Fig. 1c. Rate extrema occur
when the Overhauser shift brings a sideband transition in res-
onance with the drive, |2Ac(Iz   I0)| ⇡ !n (for !n   Ac),
suggesting that Overhauser fluctuations can be reduced below
the nuclear Zeeman energy, !n. The driven ensemble experi-
ences damping proportional to the cooling-function gradient,
(5/3)f 0(I0). For a probability distribution p(Iz), the fluctu-
ations  I2z are reduced from their thermal-equilibrium value




1    25N I0 2
1  53f 0(I0)
. (2)
From the electron’s perspective, a commensurate reduc-
tion of fluctuations occurs for a highly polarized nuclear en-
semble, which to-date has not been achieved. This occurs at
thermal equilibrium when the energy kBT falls below the sys-
tem’s defining energy scale, here the nuclear Zeeman energy
~!n. The fluctuations in Fig. 1c thus correspond to an effec-
tive temperature below T = ~!n/kB = 1 mK (23).
Figure 2 highlights the optimal conditions for cooling
the nuclear ensemble. The electron coherence time T ⇤2 is a
direct measure of nuclear polarization fluctuations  I2z =
1/2(AcT ⇤2 )2 (21, 23), therefore Ramsey interferometry on
the electron spin (29, 30) serves as our thermometer. We
parametrize temperature as a cooling performance factor
(5N/4)/ I2z as a function of Raman rate ⌦ and excited-state
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linewidth  , as shown in Fig. 2a. A maximum of ⇠300 is
found where the Raman rate ⌦ = 17 MHz is approximately
half of the nuclear Zeeman splitting !n = 36 MHz, and
the excited-state linewidth corresponds to optical saturation,
  ⇠ 25MHz. This is in quantitative agreement with our theo-
retical prediction, shown in Fig. 2b, that accounts for nuclear-
spin diffusion and inhomogeneous broadening (23).
The Raman rate ⌦ and the electronic excited-state
linewidth   determine the spectral selectivity and the diffusion
rate of the cooling process. For best cooling, no absorption
should occur at the stable point I0, while sideband absorp-
tion should turn on sharply in response to polarization fluctu-
ations away from I0. Optimal values for ⌦ and   thus depend
on the sideband spacing !n: ⌦,  ⌧ !n entails high spec-
tral selectivity but weak sideband absorption near I0, while
⌦,  ⇠ !n entails strong absorption on the sidebands but low
spectral selectivity. Figure 2c depicts this dependence of the
cooling function f(Iz) on the optical parameters: the damping
f 0(I0) is largest when the Raman rate is approximately half of
the nuclear Zeeman energy, ⌦ ⇠ !n/2, and when close to sat-
uration⌦ ⇠  /p2. We confirm this experimentally in Fig. 2d
by changing the applied magnetic field: the values of ⌦ and  
that optimize the cooling performance are proportional to the
sideband spacing.
The lowest temperature of our system is a function of
distinct diffusion and broadening processes competing with
Raman cooling, through magnetic-field dependent rates: in
the low-field regime, homogeneous broadening of the ESR
dominates (29, 30) (purple region in Fig. 2e), while in the
high-field regime optical diffusion does (23) (red region in
Fig. 2e). Further, electron-mediated nuclear spin diffusion
(31, 32) counteracts Raman cooling in both regimes. Figure
2e displays the magnetic field dependence of the tempera-
ture optimized against optical parameters. Our results follow
closely the field-dependent bounds obtained from modelling
the diffusion processes (solid curve), and establish the glob-
ally optimal cooling performance of ⇠400 at ⇠3.3 T. Oper-
ating close to this field, we prepare the nuclear ensemble at
an effective temperature of 200 µK (23). There, the Over-
hauser fluctuations are well below the nuclear Zeeman split-
ting, 2Ac
p
 I2z = 7 MHz < !n = 22 MHz (at 3 T), which
places our system well into the sideband-resolved regime.
We now probe the electron-spin state in the coherent
regime where dissipation is turned off,   ! 0. We drive the
ESR for a time ⌧ at a detuning   and measure the electron
|#i population (Fig. 3a). Figure 3b shows this time-resolved
spectrum obtained from our theoretical analysis (23), where
we expect five distinct processes, as shown in Fig. 3c: a
central transition at   = 0, and four sideband transitions at
  = ±!n,±2!n. The nuclear spin-flip transitions originate
from the strain-induced electric field gradient that couples to
the quadrupole moment of all QD nuclei, mixing their Zee-
man eigenstates (16). The quadratic nature of this interaction
allows the nuclear polarisation to change either by one quan-
tum (Iz ! Iz ± 1) (25, 26) or by two quanta (Iz ! Iz ± 2);
these selection rules apply to all QD nuclear spin species.
A first-order perturbative expansion of the hyperfine interac-
tion (23) dresses the ESR with these transitions. When the
driving field with amplitude ⌦ is detuned from the principal
transition by one or two units of nuclear Zeeman energy !n,
these resonant transitions occur with an amplitude ⌘⌦, as side-
bands of strength ⌘ = DAnc/!n; here Anc ⇡ 0.015Ac is the
non-collinear hyperfine constant parametrizing the perturba-
tion. The driven electron cannot distinguish the ⇠ N possible
spin-flips that take Iz to Iz ± 1,±2, which leads to the degen-
eracy factorD ⇠ pN . This underpins the collective enhance-
ment (33) that makes the nuclear spin-flip sideband transitions
so prominent in our system.
Figure 3d shows the experimental spectra averaged over
short delays ⌧ = 0   150ns, where ⌦⌧ ⇠ ⇡, revealing
the principal ESR with optimal (violet data) and suboptimal
(red data) cooling. The feature width is a convolution of the
drive Rabi frequency ⌦ with the Overhauser field fluctuations
2Ac
p
 I2z , and highlights the spectral narrowing achieved by
Raman cooling. Figure 3e shows the time-frequency map of
this measurement. At   = 0, the principal ESR leads to
Rabi oscillations at ⌦ = 3.8 MHz. At larger delays where
⌘⌦⌧ ⇠ ⇡ and at a sufficient detuning from the principal transi-
tion     ⌦, the emergence of four sideband processes agrees
well with our predictions. Figure 3f is a standout observation
of the sideband spectrum, integrated over ⌧ = 850  1000ns.
A five-Gaussian fit (dashed curve) verifies that the sidebands
emerge at integer multiples of !n, and the shaded area high-
lights the theoretical spectrum. Our results confirm that the
sideband drive can excite selectively a single nuclear spin-flip
in the ensemble and highlight that ⇠N sufficiently identical
nuclei are simultaneously coupled to the driven electron. In
contrast to magnons in ferromagnetic materials, this type of
collective excitation is based on an electron-mediated interac-
tion, in close analogy to photon-mediated magnon-polariton
modes in strongly coupled light-matter interfaces (3). Until
now, such a collective nuclear-spin excitation had only been
observed as ensemble measurements of atomic gases (34) and
magnetic materials (35,36), while our result represents the de-
terministic generation of a single nuclear magnon by interfac-
ing the nuclei with an elementary controllable quantum sys-
tem.
This spectral selectivity enables coherent generation of a
single-spin excitation, provided it is faster than the dephas-
ing times of the electron [T2 ⇡ 1 µs (30)] and the nuclei
[T2 ⇡ 10 µs (32)]. Figure 4 illustrates this coherent drive via
Rabi oscillations. Detuning maximally from the quenching ef-
fect of coupling to the principal transition, we drive one of the
second sidebands (Iz ! Iz + 2) with ⌘⌦ > 1/T2 (Fig. 3c),
and measure for delays ⌧ & ⇡/⌘⌦. Figure 4 presents mea-
surements with three Rabi frequencies⌦ = 7, 9, 12MHz (23).
Oscillations of the electron spin population at a fraction ⌘ of
the carrier frequency ⌦ are a direct measurement of coherent
3
electron-nuclear dynamics. We attribute the sharp appearance
of oscillations above a Rabi frequency ⌦ ⇠ 10MHz to reach-
ing a sufficient sideband coupling ⌘⌦ ⇠ 1.5 MHz to over-
come inhomogeneities, which exist on a MHz-scale within
a more strongly coupled subset of nuclei (23). Our master
equation model (solid lines in Fig. 4) captures this inhomoge-
neous broadening that limits the Rabi oscillations. The grey-
shaded areas represent ±20% deviations of Rabi frequency,
and our data’s drift towards lower Rabi frequency at long de-
lays suggests a dephasing mechanism that depends on accu-
mulated phase ⌦⌧ . Our model further allows us to reconstruct
the nuclear-spin population transfer, where the effect of off-
resonant excitation of the principal transition is not present,
and shows that the electron spin population transfer is ac-
companied predominantly by nuclear spin population trans-
fer (23).
The value ⌘ ⇠ 15%, directly extracted from the coherent
oscillations in Fig. 4, confirms the⇠ pN enhancement of the
sideband transition strength arising from the collective nature
of the magnon excitation. Indeed, owing to sufficient cou-
pling homogeneity, the nuclei can be treated as an ensemble
of N = 30,000 indistinguishable spins under the hyperfine
interaction with the electron. Oscillations in Fig. 4 indicate
the creation and retrieval of a coherent superposition of a sin-
gle nuclear spin excitation among all spins, forming the basis
of many-body entanglement as found for Dicke states (33).
This occurs despite operating near zero polarization, where
the degeneracy of nuclear states is maximal. Strikingly, this
exchange of coherence is far from the bosonic approximation
available for a fully polarized ensemble (2). Furthermore, an
intermediate drive time ⌘⌦⌧ = ⇡/2 generates an inseparable
coherent superposition state for the electron and the nuclei.
In this work, we have realized a coherent quantum inter-
face between a single electron and 30,000 nuclei using light.
Making use of the back-action of a single nuclear-spin flip on
the electron, the development of a dedicated quantum mem-
ory per electron spin qubit in semiconductor QDs becomes
viable. Future possibilities also include creating and monitor-
ing tailored collective quantum states of the nuclear ensemble,
such as Schro¨dinger cat states, by harnessing Hamiltonian en-
gineering techniques.
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Figure 1: An electron controls a nuclear ensemble (A) The central spin scenario: (left) a spin interacts with a thermally fluctuating
ensemble; (middle) in the presence of dissipation, the driven spin can cool the ensemble to a lower effective temperature; (right) driving the
spin can create coherent superpositions of single spin-flips as collective excitations of the cooled ensemble. (B) Realization of this scenario in
a semiconductor QD, under a magnetic field in Voigt geometry, optically pumped to electronic spin state |"i by a resonant drive ⌦p via the
trion state |*"#i of homogeneous linewidth  0 = 150MHz at a rate   ⇠ ⌦2p/ 0  38MHz. The electron-spin splitting is (Overhauser)
shifted by its hyperfine interaction 2AcIz, where Ac = 600 kHz, with an ensemble of N (104 to 105) nuclear spins, described by mean
polarization states Iz = [ 3N/2, 3N/2] (taken for spin-3/2). Far-detuned (& 1 nm) Raman beams drive the electron spin resonance (ESR) at
a Rabi frequency ⌦ . 40MHz, including transitions that simultaneously flip a single nuclear spin Iz ! Iz ± 1 at frequency ⌘⌦ (⌘ < 1). (C)
Cooling dynamics: the time-derivative of polarization dIz/dt depends on the polarization Iz, through the Overhauser shift and the
nuclear-spin flipping transitionsW±. The polarization I0 is the dynamical system’s stable point, where the width I2z of the probability
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Figure 2: Optimal cooling of the nuclear ensemble (A) Experimental Raman cooling performance 5N/4 I2z as a function of Raman rate ⌦
and excited-state linewidth  , at 5 T. The maximum of 300 is reached for ⌦ ⇠ !n/2, and saturation conditions   ⇠
p
2⌦. (B) Theoretical
prediction of panel A. (C) Calculated cooling curves f(Iz) /W+  W  at optical saturation ⌦ =  /
p
2 for increasing rates. The largest
damping f 0(I0) occurs when ⌦ ⇠ !n/2 = 18MHz (orange curve). (D) Raman rate and excited-state linewidth at the measured optimal
cooling performance as a function of !n at 3 T, 4 T, 5 T and 6 T. Solid curves are the corresponding theoretical calculations. (E)
Magnetic-field optimal cooling. Circles represent the maximum cooling performance at a given magnetic field. Shaded regions are cooling
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Figure 3: Resolving single nuclear magnons (A) Spectrum measurement sequence, from left to right: Raman cooling, Rabi drive ESR at
detuning   for time ⌧ , and optical readout of the electron |#i population (23). (B) Theoretical ESR spectrum buildup as a function of
two-photon detuning   and drive time ⌧ , for a Rabi frequency of ⌦ = 3.3MHz on the central transition. Sideband coupling ⌘ is fitted (23).
The model is a master equation treatment of the driven electron-nuclear system, accounting for electron dephasing, where the nuclear system
is reduced to collective states with polarization close to I0 (23). (C) On the right, the ladder of electronic and nuclear states showing the
carrier Iz ! Iz and sideband transitions Iz ! Iz ± 1, Iz ± 2 from an initially spin-up polarized electron at a nuclear polarization of Iz. On the
left, the same transitions represented within a single nuclear spin-3/2 manifold. (D) Spectra with optimal (violet) and poor (red) Raman
cooling at average delay ⌧ = 0  150 ns. The dashed curves are Gaussian fits with standard deviation 7.7MHz and 44.6MHz, respectively.
(E) Experimental spectrum buildup with ⌦ = 3.8MHz. (F) Spectrum at integrated delay ⌧ = 850  1000 ns. The solid curve is the same
time slice averaged from the theory spectrum of panel B. The dashed curve is five Gaussian functions centered at   ⇠ 0,±!n,±2!n (23).
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Figure 4: Coherent oscillations of a nuclear magnon Electronic
excited-state |#i population (23), measured after a Rabi pulse of ⌧ at
  =  2!n =  52MHz detuning, at 3.5 T. The carrier Rabi
frequency ⌦ is 7, 9, and 12MHz (23) for measurements shown in
the top, middle, and bottom panels, respectively. Solid curves are
the corresponding theoretical calculations with ⌘ = 15%, using the
same carrier Rabi frequencies. The shaded areas represent a
⇠ ±20% deviation in model Rabi frequency.
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1 Experimental System
1.1 Experimental schematic
A schematic of the experiment is shown in Fig. S1. The QD
device is placed in a bath cryostat at 4K. A magnetic field
is applied transverse to the QD growth axis (Voigt geome-
try). Two laser systems are combined and sent to the QD:
a microwave-modulated Raman laser system (see section 1.3)
and a resonant readout laser (Newport NF laser). A cross-
polarisation confocal microscope followed by a grating setup
is used for excitation and low-background fluorescence col-
lection.
1.2 QD Device
Our QD device is from the same wafer as QD devices used
in the group’s previous work (21,30). Self-assembled InGaAs
QDs are grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) and in-
tegrated inside a Schottky diode structure (16), above a dis-
tributed Bragg reflector to maximize photon outcoupling effi-
ciency. There is a 35-nm tunnel barrier between the n-doped
layer and the QDs, and a tunnel barrier above the QD layer
to prevent charge leakage. The Schottky diode structure is
electrically contacted through Ohmic AuGeNi contacts to the
n-doped layer and a semitransparent Ti gate (6 nm) is evapo-
rated onto the surface of the sample. The photon collection is
enhanced by placement of a superhemispherical cubic zirco-
nia solid immersion lens (SIL) on the top Schottky contact of
the sample. We estimate a photon outcoupling efficiency of
10% for QDs with an emission wavelength around 950 nm.
1.3 Raman laser system
The Raman laser source is a TOPTICA TA Pro. Raman beams
are generated by modulating a fiber-based EOSPACE electro-
optic amplitude modulator (EOM) with two switchable mi-
crowave tones. A Rohde & Schwartz 22GHz microwave
Figure S1: Schematic of the experimental system. We address the
QD using two lasers. The first is intensity-modulated using an
amplitude EOM driven by a microwave source (MW). We switch
between two sources in order to drive the ESR at a two-photon
detuning   after first cooling the ensemble at   = 0. The second
laser is resonant with a trion transition. Confocal microscopy is used
to probe the QD with the lasers on separate input ports. To suppress
background each is polarized orthogonally to the output port using
half-wave plates (HWP) and linear polarizers (LP). The beams are
combined on a beamsplitter before a quarter-wave plate (QWP) sets
the polarization at the QD. The output is spectrally filtered with a
diffraction grating to isolate the QD fluorescence, which we detect
using a superconducting nanowire single-photon detector (SNSPD).
2
frequency source is frequency mixed with two outputs of a
Tektronix Arbitrary waveform generator switched by a Mini-
Circuits RF Switch. The mixer output is amplified to a peak
power of 25 dBm. The Raman beams, with a combined opti-
cal power of⇠1mW at the entrance to the cryostat, are passed
through a quarter-wave plate and arrive at the quantum dot
with near circular polarization at a red single-photon detuning
  & 2 nm. The first-order EOM sidebands are two coher-
ent laser fields whose energy difference can be made resonant
with the electron spin resonance, as per this work 13 38GHz
(corresponding to an applied magnetic field B = 2   6 T),
leading to a two-photon detuning   ⇡ 0.
2 Measurements of the Overhauser
field
2.1 Fluctuation measurements via electron
spin coherence, T ⇤2
The electron coherence function C(⌧) is measured by per-
forming Ramsey interferometry on the electron spin (29, 30).
To do so, we make use of a mode-locked Coherent MIRA ps-
pulsed laser detuned from the trion state resonance by ⇠2 nm
to perform ultrafast ⇡/2 rotations of the electron spin (37,38),
separated by a time delay ⌧ , followed by a spin-selective reso-
nant readout, as shown in Fig. S3a. The visibility of the Ram-
sey fringes as a function of delay time ⌧ (Fig. S3b) is captured
by the coherence function C(⌧) (Fig. S3c). The envelope of
C(⌧) is related by a simple Fourier transform to the Over-
hauser shift probability distribution p(2AcIz) (Fig. S3d) (39),
whose variance 4A2c h I2z i = 2/T ⇤22 is our measure of the
effective nuclear ensemble temperature:
C(⌧) =
    Z 1 1 p(2AcIz) exp ( i2AcIz⌧) d(2AcIz)
    
An extension of T ⇤22 is therefore equivalent to narrowing
the Overhauser shift probability distribution (17–21,39–43).
2.2 Estimate of nuclear polarisation
We estimate the nuclear polarisation I0 during our experi-
ments by measuring the electron spin precession frequency
following Raman preparation (see section 2.1), and compar-
ing it to its thermal value in the absence of Raman preparation
or dynamic nuclear polarisation effects altogether. It is pos-
sible to eliminate the buildup of nuclear polarisation across
Ramsey measurement cycles by judiciously alternated initial-
isations of the electron spin, as in (30). At a magnetic field
of 4T, the electron spin precession frequency is measured to
be 25.221 ± 0.005GHz in the absence of preparation. It is
measured to be 25.390 ± 0.005GHz in the presence of Ra-
man preparation, as shown in Fig. S2b, which matches the
Raman two-photon detuning that we control directly via the
microwave source frequency (Fig. S1). In all our experiments,
at all field values, we set this microwave frequency to be
within ±200MHz of the expected zero-polarisation electron-
spin resonance. This is where we reliably find the Raman res-
onance; the exact value within this frequency range does not
affect the stability of the Raman resonance condition. Using
our fitted value for the hyperfine constant Ac = 600kHz (see
section 10), we can convert this small detuning    200MHz
to a polarisation: |I0|   /2Ac = 330. This corresponds
to a fractional polarisation of at most 0.7% in a pure spin-3/2
system, with an uncertainty of approximately 10 nuclear spins
or 0.02% measured by Overhauser fluctuations of the cooled
ensemble.
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Figure S2: Measuring nuclear spin fluctuations. Data is taken at a
magnetic field of 4 T. (a) Ramsey interferometry experimental
sequence. (b) Normalized readout fluorescence as a function of
Ramsey delay ⌧ . The solid curves are sinusoidal fits. (c) Coherence
function C(⌧) defined as the visibility of the sinusoidal fit to the
readout data in (b). The solid curve is a stretched exponential
function exp( (⌧/T ⇤2 )↵), with fitted parameters T ⇤2 = 26± 7 ns
and ↵ = 1.6± 0.2. (d) Probability distribution of the Overhauser























Figure S3: Hahn Echo T2 measurementsMeasurement of the
electron coherence as a function of the Hahn echo delay ⌧ (time
between two Ramsey ⇡/2 pulses, with a ⇡ pulse inserted at ⌧/2) at
magnetic fields of 2 T (purple), 3 T (red), and 5 T (orange). The
data are fitted with a simple exponential model A exp( t/T2), with
the following fitted T2 values: 15± 10 ns (2 T), 765± 15 ns (3 T),
2220± 70 ns (5 T).
3 Electron Hahn Echo T2
The homogeneous dephasing time of the electron T2 sets an
important limit on cooling at low fields (Fig. 2e main text),
and is one limit for coherent electron-nuclear exchange at
the optimal field (Fig. 4 main text). Dephasing is dominated
by high-frequency noise near the nuclear Zeeman frequencies
arising from the hyperfine coupling of the electron to the nu-
clei, whose Zeeman eigenstates are mixed by quadrupolar in-
teractions (29, 30). In Fig. S3, we present measurements of
the Hahn Echo T2 (44) measured at magnetic fields of 2 T,
3 T, and 5 T. These measured values are those used in our Ra-
man cooling theory of Fig. 2 (main text) as well as the theory
spectrum of Fig. 3 (main text).
4 Notes on nuclear system inhomo-
geneities
4.1 Electronic wavefunction and the hyperfine
interaction
A gaussian-shaped electronic wavefunction simply means that
a magnon excitation is not symmetrically distributed among
the partaking spins. From the perspective of the electron, the
magnon field has an amplitude resulting from a weighted sum
of contributions from each nuclear spin according to its cou-
pling strength to the electron.
In the absence of quadrupolar effects, the dominant de-
phasing mechanism on the magnon would be the Knight shift
inhomogeneity; each spin evolving at a slightly different rate
under the perturbed nuclear Zeeman hamiltonian. This contri-
bution on the order of Ac = 600 kHz (section 10) is smaller
than the optimal sideband coupling rate ⌘⌦ = 1.5MHz.
4.2 Strain dispersion and the quadrupolar in-
teraction
An important source of inhomogeneity is that of the quadrupo-
lar shift on the Zeeman splitting of the nuclei, owing to strain
dispersion (described in more detail in section 5). The ex-
tent of this inhomogeneous broadening is fitted to be 3.9MHz
(section 5) in the spectrum of Fig. 3. This source of inho-
mogeneity is overcome at low-driving times owing to the fact
that the subset of nuclei which couple more strongly to the
electron (and have a correspondingly larger quadrupolar shift)
will partake first in the magnon mode. The inhomogeneity of
this subset is smaller than that of the full As ensemble, and
therefore coherent coupling of ⌘⌦ = 1.5 MHz is sufficient to
observe a coherent interaction, as in Fig. 4.
4.3 Multiple nuclear species
In regards to cooling (Fig. 2), we expect that all three species,
As, In, and Ga, are engaged in nuclear spin-flip processes that
change the ensemble polarization Iz , and that the fluctuations
 I2z arising from all three species are reduced by cooling, al-
beit perhaps unequally. Nonetheless, for overall simplicity
and to reduce the number of free parameters in our models,
we make a single-species approximation under which As nu-
clei dominate the dynamics. This is justified in several ways:
• the quadrupolar angle of As makes it the species with
the largest Anc value (45)
• As has the lowest Zeeman energy, which makes its side-
band coupling value of ⌘ / ! 2n the largest
• In the case of cooling, absorption on the first sideband
Iz ± 1 of the species with the lowest Zeeman energy
is the first transition to become resonant for a deviation
away from the steady-state.
As a result, the magnon modes observed in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4 are thought to be dominated by As nuclei. In our mod-
els presented alongside our data in both figures, we fix the
nuclear Zeeman splitting to be that of As (as supported by a
phenomenological five-gaussian fit of the spectrum in Fig. 3f),
and fit two free quadrupolar interaction parameters (section
5). These are consistent with known As parameters for the
quadrupolar constant BQ = 1.7 MHz and quadrupolar angle
✓ = 20 . These parameters suggest that As indeed exhibits
the strongest sideband coupling strength ⌘.
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In a system where one species dominates, it is possible
to address that species selectively: the buildup of electronic
population due to resonant sideband excitation will be signif-
icantly faster for the dominant species and there exists as a
result an initial window of driving times for which the spec-
trum is determined only by the dominant species. Hence our
clearly resolved sidebands in Fig. 3. We are simply utilising
the strength of coupling as an element of selectivity.
5 Microscopic origins of the sideband
transitions
This section describes the perturbed hyperfine interaction that
is the microscopic origin of the nuclear spin-flip sideband
transitions.
The full Hamiltonian of the Raman-driven system with the
Voigt B-field taken along the z-axis is (in a frame rotating
with the Raman lasers and with the trion adiabatically elimi-
nated)











where we have ignored the flip-flop terms in the hyperfine in-
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where ✓ is the angle between the z-axis and the quadrupolar
axis. Since the nuclear Zeeman splitting is much larger than
the quadrupolar interaction strength, BQ, the terms inHQ that
do not commute with Iz describe processes that are not al-
lowed to first order. First, we extract the Iz-preserving and





















x   Ij2y ) cos2 ✓ + (Ijx Ijz + Ijz Ijx ) sin 2✓].
The Iz-commuting part, H0Q, induces an anharmonic shift of
the single-nucleus spin ladder of Q = BQ(2 sin2 ✓ cos2 ✓),
whereas VQ couples the nuclear Zeeman states. To obtain an
effective Hamiltonian for the allowed low-energy excitations,
we dress H with VQ using a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation
(46,47). This removes VQ and instead leads to a second-order
correction term in the hyperfine interaction,





(Ij2x   Ij2y ) cos2 ✓ + (Ijx Ijz + Ijz Ijx ) sin 2✓
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,
whereAnc = AcBQ/!n, describing an effective non-collinear
electron–nucleus interaction. This correction term, however,
also describes a first-order energetically forbidden nuclear
transition. Dressing the Hamiltonian with V 0Q replaces it by
a correction to the electronic driving term,
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,
which describes higher-order simultaneous nuclear–electron
transitions induced by the Raman drive.
To evaluate the strength of sideband transitions, we eval-
uate matrix elements of V 00Q with respect to the collective nu-
clear Iz-eigenstates, |Izi, we find the matrix elements

















where DIz,I0z is an enhancement factor accounting for the de-
generacy of the transition. The terms in Eq. (1) proportional
to sin 2✓ describe the Iz = ±1 sideband transitions, and the
terms proportional to cos2 ✓ describe the  Iz = ±2 transi-
tions. Assuming that the nuclear bath is unpolarized and thus
Iz, I 0z ' 0, we find for spin-3/2 nuclei  DIz,I0z    'p3N/4. (2)
5.1 Theory for sideband spectrum
To model the excitation spectrum of the electron spin in the
presence of the nuclear sideband transitions, we assume that
the initial nuclear density operator can be written as a classi-
cal mixture of |Izi-states described by the cooled Overhauser
distribution, p(Iz). In each realisation of the ensemble, |Izi,
we expand the nuclear state on the relevant five-dimensional
subspace {|Izi , |Iz ± 1i , |Iz ± 2i} and calculate the dynam-
ics under the approximation (2) using the master equation for
the combined electron-nuclear system,
@⇢(t|Iz)
@t









where ⇢(t|Iz) is the density operator conditional on the initial
nuclear state being Iz, L(a) = a⇢(t|Iz)a†   12{a†a, ⇢(t|Iz)}
is the Lindblad operator, and  n is broadening of the collec-
tive nuclear states due to quadrupolar fine structure,  n =
2(1 + ↵)| Q|. Here, ↵ is the relative variation of  Q in the
nuclear ensemble due to inhomogeneous strain, which is es-
timated to be ⇠ 80%, based on (45). The last term in (3)
accounts for electronic dephasing induced by nuclear diffu-
sion. The ensemble density operator,  , is then calculated
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by averaging the conditional density operator ⇢(t|Iz) over the
different initial configurations  (t) =
R
dIz p(Iz)⇢(t|Iz).
Fig. 3b (main text) shows the theoretically predicted ex-
citation map resulting from the master equation, (3). The
quadrupolar parameters are fitted to the experiment (Fig. 3e
main text), from which we obtain: BQ = 1.7 MHz, ✓ =
20.4 . These fitted values are consistent with parame-
ters for As nuclei from literature (45). Other parameters
are taken from the experimental configuration, !n/2⇡ =
7.22 MHz/T, B = 3 T, ⌦/2⇡ = 3.3 MHz, T2 = 1.5 µs.
In relation to the sideband strength relative to the carrier
Rabi frequency, ⌘, these parameters yield the first sideband
strength ⌘1 = (Anc/!n)(
p
3N/4)(sin 2✓) = 0.1 and the sec-




6 More details on fitting the electron
resonance spectrum
The spectrum in Fig. 3f (main text) is fitted with a sum of
five Gaussian functions G(A,  , ) of amplitude A (popula-
tion), detuning   (MHz), and standard deviation   (MHz),
appearing as a dashed line that agrees closely with the
data. The result of the fit is: G(0.40(1), 0.0(2), 7.5(3)) +
G(0.27(1), 22.0(3), 7.2(4))+G(0.27(1), 22.6(3), 7.1(4))+




We consider two fields with orthogonal polarization driv-
ing a three-level system: a V -polarized field driving the V -
polarized exciton transition | "i to the trion state | *"#i with
resonant Rabi frequency ⌦V and detuning  V, and an H-
polarized field driving the H-polarized exciton transition | #i
to the same trion state | *"#iwith resonant Rabi frequency⌦H
and detuning  H. In the limit where these fields do not pop-
ulate the trion excited state, ⌦2H,V/ 2H,V ⌧ 1, we can ignore
the excited state contribution and reduce the driven three-level
system to a driven two-level system split by the electron Zee-
man energy !e, where the two-photon transition between the
electronic states | "i and #i has a resonant Rabi frequency
⌦ = ⌦H⌦V/2 ,   = ( H +  V)/2, and a detuning from
electron spin resonance of   =  V   H   !e.
In the presence of an additional field with resonant Rabi
frequency ⌦p performing resonant optical pumping on the
H-polarized transition, the | #i state acquires an effective







1 + 2 (⌦p/ 0)
2 ,
where  0 ⇡ 150 MHz, is the natural linewidth of the trion
excited state. The optical pumping field Rabi frequency ⌦p
can thus be used to tune the excited state linewidth of the two-
level system in the range [0, 0/4].
We can hereon treat scattering in the two-level system as
per the textbook formula, given a driving field with Rabi fre-
quency ⌦, excited state with linewidth  , and dephasing rate
 2. In relation to the main text, this gives then the stimulated






1 + (⌦2/  2) + ( / 2)
2 ,
7.1.2 Cooling
The sideband processes are best represented in a ladder of
states, where we consider the electron spin states dressed by
the nuclear states of polarization Iz = [ NI,NI] (for spin-I
nuclei), as in Fig. 1 (main text). In this simple picture, V 00Q
allows transitions which change nuclear spin polarization by
one (or two) nuclear spin flip, in either direction. Towards
cooling, which results in a polarization which deviates from
its steady-state over an energy scale well below the nuclear
Zeeman energy, we consider that the Iz ± 1 sideband largely
dominates the process, and its coupling strength is a fraction
⌘ = (
p
NI/2)(Anc/!n)(sin 2✓) (for spin-I) of the coupling
on the central transition.
Combining these sideband processes within our Raman-
driven two-level system where one electron spin state relaxes
to the other, we obtain two types of rates that change the
nuclear spin polarization, drift rates W± arising from stim-
ulated sideband transitions, and a diffusion rate  nc arising
from spontaneous sideband transitions, each occuring at a
maximum rate of ⌘2 /2 with a spectral response function
defined by the polarization-dependent Raman scattering rate
W ( , Iz):




1 + (⌦2/  2) + ( ±( , Iz)/ 2)
2




1 + (⌦2/  2) + ((   AcIz)/ 2)2
Where the effective detuning  ±( ) = (    Ac(Iz ±
1) ⌥ !n), and we take the dephasing rate  2 = ( /2 +
1/T2)
q
1 + 2 (⌦p/ 0)
2 + !n to be determined by the elec-
tronic excited state linewidth  , the homogeneous dephasing
time of the electron spin resonance T2, power broadened by
the optical pumping saturation 2 (⌦p/ 0)
2, and by the inho-
mogeneous broadening  !n of the nuclear Zeeman energies
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arising primarily from the multiple nuclear species partaking
in the process.
The equation above stands as the elementary description
of dynamic nuclear polarisation (6, 27, 48–50). For a fixed
two-photon detuning   = 0, the evolution of the nuclear po-









Where  d(Iz) =  nc(Iz) +  em is the total diffusion term
composed of a polarization-dependent optical diffusion  nc as
defined above, and a constant rate non-optical electron medi-
ated diffusion term  em which we report on in a later section
of this supplementary.
We can re-arrange this rate equation:
dIz
dt














where, following Yang & Sham (28), we have defined  tot =
W+(Iz) +W (Iz) +  d(Iz), and have made the association
that s(1/2)(Iz) = (W+(Iz) W (Iz))/ tot is the steady state
fractional polarization for spin-1/2 nuclei. This acts then as
proportional to the cooling function f(Iz) = NIs(1/2)(Iz) as
per the formula in the main text. We make the approxima-
tion that the nuclear polarization is small, |Iz| ⌧ N , which
is where we conduct our experiments, and as such we can ap-






W+(Iz) +W (Iz) +  d(Iz)
Steady-state is then simply obtained by the numerically solv-
able self-consistent equation:
s(I0) = I0/NI
We note here that the gradient f 0(I0), which we relate to the
damping coefficient, depends intimately on the relationship
between !n, Ac, and   through the spectral function  ±/ 2.
Two competing demands exists on  . First, the simple condi-
tion that some sideband scattering is required near the stable
point I0 in order for good Raman cooling to occur means that
the Raman rate ⌦ and linewidth   must be comparable to the
nuclear Zeeman energy !n; this means making  /!n ⇡ 1.
Secondly, the spectral selectivity over the Overhauser shift
2AcIz, which improves narrowing around a given value of Iz ,
depends on the ratio Ac/ , which needs to be large for good
cooling. These two competing effects lead to an optimal value
of  , which is ultimately determined by just how much scat-
tering is needed near the stable point I0 to beat non-optical
diffusion  em.
Linearising f(Iz) around the stable point I0, it is possible
to obtain the steady-state distribution p(Iz) under a Fokker-
Planck treatment of the diffusion equation, and to obtain
an analytical expression for the steady-state reduction in the











1  2(I+1)3 f 0(I0)
Hence, it is clear that for any reduction of fluctuations around
I0, we require |f 0(I0)| > 0. The above analytical result forms
the basis for our theoretical cooling predictions in Fig. 2 (main
text). In our measurements we obtain the ratio I2z / I2z,th by
exploiting the straightforward relationship between  I2z and










7.2.1 Cooling measurements at 3 T and 6 T
In Fig. 2a (main text), we reported our cooling performance
measurements as a function of both Raman rate and excited
state linewidth performed at a magnetic field of 5 T. The same
measurements were performed at 3 T and 6 T, which we show
here in Fig. S4. The optimal cooling performance and the
corresponding Raman rate and linewidth are those reported in
Fig. 2d,e (main text).
7.2.2 Note on measurement at 4 T
At 4 T, we only varied the excited state linewidth   near the
interpolated optimal value of ⌦, which gives a good approxi-
mation of the optimal excited state linewidth within our mea-
surement error. As a result we present in Fig. 2d (main text)
an optimal excited state value but not an optimal Raman rate
at this magnetic field.
7.2.3 Nuclear spin diffusion: relaxation of the probabil-
ity distribution variance
In the absence of cooling (W± = 0), the nuclear spin distri-
bution relaxes back to its equilibrium distribution giving us
information on the non-optical nuclear spin diffusion rate  em
that plays an important role in limiting the cooling efficiency
at all fields. In Fig. S5, we show a measurement performed at
3 T of the nuclear polarization fluctuations  I2z , normalized
by their thermal value 5N/4, as they relax from their cold
nonequilibrium steady-state to their thermal state in the ab-
sence of cooling, as a function of delay time between cooling
and Ramsey measurement of the fluctuations (21).
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The relaxation is fitted well by an exponential model for
which the asymptotic behaviour is fixed 4 I2z /5N ! 1, as
we know from measuring the electron coherence at thermal
equilibrium (21). The typical relaxation time of the fluctua-
tions ⌧ = 41.7± 1.2ms is used as the model parameter 1/ em
which is part of the nuclear depolarization rate  d that is used
in our theoretical calculations presented in Fig. 2 (main text).
This mechanism is only present when an electron is present
in the QD, which points towards an electron-mediated mech-
Figure S4: Raman cooling at 3T and 6T (a) Experimental map of
the cooling performance as a function of Raman rate and excited
state linewidth at a magnetic field of 3T (b) The same at a magnetic
field of 6T.
anism (21, 31, 32). In this respect, the diffusion rate ought to
be inversely proportional to the electron spin splitting squared
 em(B) / B 2, where  em(3) = 1/⌧ , and this is the scaling
we use to obtain our theory curves in Fig. 2 (main text).
7.3 Additional notes on global limit to cooling
performance
Even in the absence of non-optical nuclear spin diffusion
mechanisms ( em = 0,  d =  nc), the simple condition
that some sideband scattering is required close to the steady
state polarization I0 in order to maintain Raman cooling, i.e.
|f 0(I0)| > 0, means that the Raman rate ⌦ and linewidth  
must be of the order of the nuclear Zeeman energy !n. The
dependence of sideband absorption rate on the polarization
Iz is a function of the Overhauser shift 2AcIz, and as a re-
sult the damping coefficient f 0(I0) depends on the ratio of the
Overhauser shift to the Zeeman energyAc/!n. This condition
thus entails a limit on the spectral selectivity that is intrinsic
to the sideband cooling mechanism we employ: the larger the
energy splittings at play, the less efficient the cooling. As a
result, the cooling efficiency is inversely proportional to the
magnetic field. The resulting field-dependence is shown as
a dotted theory line in Fig. 2e (main text) bounding the red
shaded region.
The field-dependence of the cooling efficiency is accentu-
ated by an explicit dependence of the sideband scattering on
magnetic field, i.e. W± / ⌘2 / ! 4n . The electron-mediated
nuclear spin diffusion mechanism (31, 32) plays a significant
role in our system as described in the previous section. This
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Figure S5: Relaxation of the nuclear spin fluctuations
Measurement at 3T of the nuclear polarization variance I2z ,
normalized by its thermal value 5N/4, as it relaxes from its cold
state to its thermal state in the absence of cooling, as a function of
delay (relaxation) time between cooling and Ramsey measurement
of the fluctuations. The solid curve is a fit to the model
1  a exp( t/⌧), for which we obtain a = 0.9974± 0.0003 and
⌧ = 41.7± 1.2 ms.
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diffusion mechanism decreases the cooling performance at all
fields. It has a field dependent rate / B 2 and, when added
to the sideband model, leads to a sharper decrease of cooling
efficiency with increasing field, as seen from the high-field
behavior of the solid theory line in Fig. 2e (main text).
Lastly, at magnetic fields below 2T, where the nuclear Zee-
man eigenstates are strongly mixed by strain and the resulting
fast precession of a wide spectrum of nuclear-spin frequen-
cies dephase the electron spin over a time T2 (29,30), the Ra-
man resonance is homogeneously broadened to a linewidth
 ⌫Q ⇠ 1/T2 > 20 MHz and thereby imposes that limit on
the width of the nuclear spin distribution that can be prepared
with Raman cooling. This leads to the dashed theory line in
Fig. 2e (main text) bounding the blue shaded area.
We summarize our measurements under these cooling lim-
its in Fig. 2e (main text), where it is clear that we reach
our system’s global temperature optimal at a magnetic field
around 3.3T.
8 A relation to canonical temperature
We define the effective temperature of the nuclear spin ensem-
ble as the temperature of a thermal ensemble that would fea-
ture the same polarization fluctuations  I2z as those we mea-
sure. We make a number of assumptions to relate the mea-
sured system properties to a temperature:
• the energy of the system is characterized by Iz (i.e. we
neglect the quadrupole shifts of the collective state)
• we neglect the presence of multiple nuclear isotopes and
take the nuclear Zeeman energy of As (spin-3/2), which
has the lowest Zeeman splitting, and therefore provides
a lower bound on the temperature
• we consider that the average polarization Iz probed by
the electron spin is representative of the nuclear polar-
ization of the QD, which is only exactly true for homo-
geneous coupling
We define the partition function of the nuclear spin system
expressed in the collective Iz basis, where we account for the





where   = ~!n/kBT . The degeneracy term g(Iz) is a sum of
binomial coefficients corresponding to the number of ways a
state Iz can be thermally occupied accounting for individual
spin-3/2 structures that contain four internal states (51). As an
example, for Iz =  3N/2+2 (i.e. two nuclear spin flips away
from maximal polarization), this can occur with two separate
spins increasing their internal energy by one unit, or a single
spin increasing its internal energy by two units. Here we show
this degeneracy factor in order of increasing unit jumps:
g( 3N/2) = 1


































What we deduce from this sequence is that the term with sin-
gle unit jumps (i.e. the first term) dominates the count by
a factor O(N) for high polarization Iz .  N (for which
this first term reaches a maximum), and thus serves as a good
approximation when considering the low temperature regime









where we have truncated the sum at Iz =  N , which yields
a sufficient number of terms in the sum for a low tempera-
ture approximation. Note that this result is exact for spin-1/2
particles.
From the partition functionZ( ), it is then a simple matter






and most importantly the variance I2z :













We can plot the mean polarization |hIzi| and the fluctuations
 I2z as a function of  , shown in Fig. S6. From this plot, it
becomes clear that any significant reduction of fluctuations
 I2z ⌧ N is accompanied by a reduction of temperature
below the system’s defining energy scale, i.e. the nuclear
Zeeman splitting !n; this corresponds to   > 1. Our max-
imum measured cooling performance (5N/4)/ I2z = 400
can also be seen as the reduction of fluctuations to a level
of  I2z = (5N/4)/400 ⇡ 100. From our theory curves in
Fig. S6, this corresponds to a thermal ensemble with   = 5.5
and a polarization around 99.9%. There, the equivalent tem-
perature is T = (~!n/kB)/5.5 ⇡ 200µK.
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<latexit sh a1_base64="nWHp5e6n5cc VeBWnJzjwIPJ/6g4=">AAA B/nicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i 4orN4NFcFUSEXRZdKO7Cv YCbQiT6aQdOpmEmYlQ04Kv 4saFIm59Dne+jdM0C239Ye DjP+dwzvxBwpnSjvNtLS2 vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7v23n5Tx akktEFiHst2gBXlTNCGZpr TdiIpjgJOW8HwelpvPVCpW Czu9SihXoT7goWMYG0s3z 4cdzkWfU7Rrf+IujLnsW9X nKqTCy2CW0AFCtV9+6vbi0 kaUaEJx0p1XCfRXoalZoTT SbmbKppgMsR92jEocESVl +XnT9CJcXoojKV5QqPc/T2 R4UipURSYzgjrgZqvTc3/a p1Uh5dexkSSairIbFGYcq RjNM0C9ZikRPORAUwkM7ci MsASE20SK5sQ3PkvL0LzrO o6VffuvFK7KuIowREcwym4 cAE1uIE6NIBABs/wCm/Wk /VivVsfs9Ylq5g5gD+yPn8 A+U6Vew==</latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="nWHp5e6n5cc VeBWnJzjwIPJ/6g4=">AAA B/nicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i 4orN4NFcFUSEXRZdKO7Cv YCbQiT6aQdOpmEmYlQ04Kv 4saFIm59Dne+jdM0C239Ye DjP+dwzvxBwpnSjvNtLS2 vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7v23n5Tx akktEFiHst2gBXlTNCGZpr TdiIpjgJOW8HwelpvPVCpW Czu9SihXoT7goWMYG0s3z 4cdzkWfU7Rrf+IujLnsW9X nKqTCy2CW0AFCtV9+6vbi0 kaUaEJx0p1XCfRXoalZoTT SbmbKppgMsR92jEocESVl +XnT9CJcXoojKV5QqPc/T2 R4UipURSYzgjrgZqvTc3/a p1Uh5dexkSSairIbFGYcq RjNM0C9ZikRPORAUwkM7ci MsASE20SK5sQ3PkvL0LzrO o6VffuvFK7KuIowREcwym4 cAE1uIE6NIBABs/wCm/Wk /VivVsfs9Ylq5g5gD+yPn8 A+U6Vew==</latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="nWHp5e6n5cc VeBWnJzjwIPJ/6g4=">AAA B/nicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i 4orN4NFcFUSEXRZdKO7Cv YCbQiT6aQdOpmEmYlQ04Kv 4saFIm59Dne+jdM0C239Ye DjP+dwzvxBwpnSjvNtLS2 vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7v23n5Tx akktEFiHst2gBXlTNCGZpr TdiIpjgJOW8HwelpvPVCpW Czu9SihXoT7goWMYG0s3z 4cdzkWfU7Rrf+IujLnsW9X nKqTCy2CW0AFCtV9+6vbi0 kaUaEJx0p1XCfRXoalZoTT SbmbKppgMsR92jEocESVl +XnT9CJcXoojKV5QqPc/T2 R4UipURSYzgjrgZqvTc3/a p1Uh5dexkSSairIbFGYcq RjNM0C9ZikRPORAUwkM7ci MsASE20SK5sQ3PkvL0LzrO o6VffuvFK7KuIowREcwym4 cAE1uIE6NIBABs/wCm/Wk /VivVsfs9Ylq5g5gD+yPn8 A+U6Vew==</latexit><latexit sh a1_base64="nWHp5e6n5cc VeBWnJzjwIPJ/6g4=">AAA B/nicbZDLSsNAFIZPvNZ6i 4orN4NFcFUSEXRZdKO7Cv YCbQiT6aQdOpmEmYlQ04Kv 4saFIm59Dne+jdM0C239Ye DjP+dwzvxBwpnSjvNtLS2 vrK6tlzbKm1vbO7v23n5Tx akktEFiHst2gBXlTNCGZpr TdiIpjgJOW8HwelpvPVCpW Czu9SihXoT7goWMYG0s3z 4cdzkWfU7Rrf+IujLnsW9X nKqTCy2CW0AFCtV9+6vbi0 kaUaEJx0p1XCfRXoalZoTT SbmbKppgMsR92jEocESVl +XnT9CJcXoojKV5QqPc/T2 R4UipURSYzgjrgZqvTc3/a p1Uh5dexkSSairIbFGYcq RjNM0C9ZikRPORAUwkM7ci MsASE20SK5sQ3PkvL0LzrO o6VffuvFK7KuIowREcwym4 cAE1uIE6NIBABs/wCm/Wk /VivVsfs9Ylq5g5gD+yPn8 A+U6Vew==</latexit>
 I2z<latexit sh a1_base64="jFm5F5kZio4 /JD0aZdLYu1jP4sg=">AAA B83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfU Y9eBoPgKewGQY9BPegtgn lAdg2zk9lkyOyDmV4hLvkN Lx4U8erPePNvnCR70MSChq Kqm+4uP5FCo21/W4WV1bX 1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/Q0nGqG G+yWMaq41PNpYh4EwVK3kk Up6EvedsfXU399iNXWsTRP Y4T7oV0EIlAMIpGct1rLp GS297TQ61XrthVewayTJyc VCBHo1f+cvsxS0MeIZNU66 5jJ+hlVKFgkk9Kbqp5QtmI DnjX0IiGXHvZ7OYJOTFKn wSxMhUhmam/JzIaaj0OfdM ZUhzqRW8q/ud1UwwuvExES Yo8YvNFQSoJxmQaAOkLxR nKsSGUKWFuJWxIFWVoYiqZ EJzFl5dJq1Z17Kpzd1apX+ ZxFOEIjuEUHDiHOtxAA5rA IIFneIU3K7VerHfrY95as PKZQ/gD6/MHEpmRCg==</l atexit><latexit sh a1_base64="jFm5F5kZio4 /JD0aZdLYu1jP4sg=">AAA B83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfU Y9eBoPgKewGQY9BPegtgn lAdg2zk9lkyOyDmV4hLvkN Lx4U8erPePNvnCR70MSChq Kqm+4uP5FCo21/W4WV1bX 1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/Q0nGqG G+yWMaq41PNpYh4EwVK3kk Up6EvedsfXU399iNXWsTRP Y4T7oV0EIlAMIpGct1rLp GS297TQ61XrthVewayTJyc VCBHo1f+cvsxS0MeIZNU66 5jJ+hlVKFgkk9Kbqp5QtmI DnjX0IiGXHvZ7OYJOTFKn wSxMhUhmam/JzIaaj0OfdM ZUhzqRW8q/ud1UwwuvExES Yo8YvNFQSoJxmQaAOkLxR nKsSGUKWFuJWxIFWVoYiqZ EJzFl5dJq1Z17Kpzd1apX+ ZxFOEIjuEUHDiHOtxAA5rA IIFneIU3K7VerHfrY95as PKZQ/gD6/MHEpmRCg==</l atexit><latexit sh a1_base64="jFm5F5kZio4 /JD0aZdLYu1jP4sg=">AAA B83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfU Y9eBoPgKewGQY9BPegtgn lAdg2zk9lkyOyDmV4hLvkN Lx4U8erPePNvnCR70MSChq Kqm+4uP5FCo21/W4WV1bX 1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/Q0nGqG G+yWMaq41PNpYh4EwVK3kk Up6EvedsfXU399iNXWsTRP Y4T7oV0EIlAMIpGct1rLp GS297TQ61XrthVewayTJyc VCBHo1f+cvsxS0MeIZNU66 5jJ+hlVKFgkk9Kbqp5QtmI DnjX0IiGXHvZ7OYJOTFKn wSxMhUhmam/JzIaaj0OfdM ZUhzqRW8q/ud1UwwuvExES Yo8YvNFQSoJxmQaAOkLxR nKsSGUKWFuJWxIFWVoYiqZ EJzFl5dJq1Z17Kpzd1apX+ ZxFOEIjuEUHDiHOtxAA5rA IIFneIU3K7VerHfrY95as PKZQ/gD6/MHEpmRCg==</l atexit><latexit sh a1_base64="jFm5F5kZio4 /JD0aZdLYu1jP4sg=">AAA B83icbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfU Y9eBoPgKewGQY9BPegtgn lAdg2zk9lkyOyDmV4hLvkN Lx4U8erPePNvnCR70MSChq Kqm+4uP5FCo21/W4WV1bX 1jeJmaWt7Z3evvH/Q0nGqG G+yWMaq41PNpYh4EwVK3kk Up6EvedsfXU399iNXWsTRP Y4T7oV0EIlAMIpGct1rLp GS297TQ61XrthVewayTJyc VCBHo1f+cvsxS0MeIZNU66 5jJ+hlVKFgkk9Kbqp5QtmI DnjX0IiGXHvZ7OYJOTFKn wSxMhUhmam/JzIaaj0OfdM ZUhzqRW8q/ud1UwwuvExES Yo8YvNFQSoJxmQaAOkLxR nKsSGUKWFuJWxIFWVoYiqZ EJzFl5dJq1Z17Kpzd1apX+ ZxFOEIjuEUHDiHOtxAA5rA IIFneIU3K7VerHfrY95as PKZQ/gD6/MHEpmRCg==</l atexit>
  = ~!n/kBT
<latexit sha1_base64="KsX/IyAMuZ9ZtKy5LEGmzf FGYrU=">AAACCnicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRZDYJVvBNBGyFoY6lgVMiFY24zSZbs7R27c2I4Utv4V2wsFLH1F9j 5b9zEFH49GHi8N8PMvDhT0pLvf3gTk1PTM7Nz86WFxaXllfLq2qVNcyOwLlKVmusYLCqpsU6SFF5nBiGJFV7FvZ Ohf3WDxspUX1A/w2YCHS3bUgA5KSpvhjES8CMedmMwYZpgB6KQ8JYKPdjtRccXUbniV/0R+F8SjEmFjXEWld/DV iryBDUJBdY2Aj+jZgGGpFA4KIW5xQxEDzrYcFRDgrZZjF4Z8G2ntHg7Na408ZH6faKAxNp+ErvOBKhrf3tD8T+v kVP7sFlIneWEWnwtaueKU8qHufCWNChI9R0BYaS7lYsuGBDk0iu5EILfL/8ll3vVwK8G5/uV2vE4jjm2wbbYDg vYAauxU3bG6kywO/bAntizd+89ei/e61frhDeeWWc/4L19AqjZmj0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KsX/IyAMuZ9ZtKy5LEGmzf FGYrU=">AAACCnicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRZDYJVvBNBGyFoY6lgVMiFY24zSZbs7R27c2I4Utv4V2wsFLH1F9j 5b9zEFH49GHi8N8PMvDhT0pLvf3gTk1PTM7Nz86WFxaXllfLq2qVNcyOwLlKVmusYLCqpsU6SFF5nBiGJFV7FvZ Ohf3WDxspUX1A/w2YCHS3bUgA5KSpvhjES8CMedmMwYZpgB6KQ8JYKPdjtRccXUbniV/0R+F8SjEmFjXEWld/DV iryBDUJBdY2Aj+jZgGGpFA4KIW5xQxEDzrYcFRDgrZZjF4Z8G2ntHg7Na408ZH6faKAxNp+ErvOBKhrf3tD8T+v kVP7sFlIneWEWnwtaueKU8qHufCWNChI9R0BYaS7lYsuGBDk0iu5EILfL/8ll3vVwK8G5/uV2vE4jjm2wbbYDg vYAauxU3bG6kywO/bAntizd+89ei/e61frhDeeWWc/4L19AqjZmj0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KsX/IyAMuZ9ZtKy5LEGmzf FGYrU=">AAACCnicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRZDYJVvBNBGyFoY6lgVMiFY24zSZbs7R27c2I4Utv4V2wsFLH1F9j 5b9zEFH49GHi8N8PMvDhT0pLvf3gTk1PTM7Nz86WFxaXllfLq2qVNcyOwLlKVmusYLCqpsU6SFF5nBiGJFV7FvZ Ohf3WDxspUX1A/w2YCHS3bUgA5KSpvhjES8CMedmMwYZpgB6KQ8JYKPdjtRccXUbniV/0R+F8SjEmFjXEWld/DV iryBDUJBdY2Aj+jZgGGpFA4KIW5xQxEDzrYcFRDgrZZjF4Z8G2ntHg7Na408ZH6faKAxNp+ErvOBKhrf3tD8T+v kVP7sFlIneWEWnwtaueKU8qHufCWNChI9R0BYaS7lYsuGBDk0iu5EILfL/8ll3vVwK8G5/uV2vE4jjm2wbbYDg vYAauxU3bG6kywO/bAntizd+89ei/e61frhDeeWWc/4L19AqjZmj0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KsX/IyAMuZ9ZtKy5LEGmzf FGYrU=">AAACCnicbVA9SwNBEN3z2/gVtbRZDYJVvBNBGyFoY6lgVMiFY24zSZbs7R27c2I4Utv4V2wsFLH1F9j 5b9zEFH49GHi8N8PMvDhT0pLvf3gTk1PTM7Nz86WFxaXllfLq2qVNcyOwLlKVmusYLCqpsU6SFF5nBiGJFV7FvZ Ohf3WDxspUX1A/w2YCHS3bUgA5KSpvhjES8CMedmMwYZpgB6KQ8JYKPdjtRccXUbniV/0R+F8SjEmFjXEWld/DV iryBDUJBdY2Aj+jZgGGpFA4KIW5xQxEDzrYcFRDgrZZjF4Z8G2ntHg7Na408ZH6faKAxNp+ErvOBKhrf3tD8T+v kVP7sFlIneWEWnwtaueKU8qHufCWNChI9R0BYaS7lYsuGBDk0iu5EILfL/8ll3vVwK8G5/uV2vE4jjm2wbbYDg vYAauxU3bG6kywO/bAntizd+89ei/e61frhDeeWWc/4L19AqjZmj0=</latexit>
  = 5.5, I2z = 100<latexit sha1_base64="ruslvIRv05GlWE640BZrj2RXWIE=">AAA CCHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dLCwSBYyLIbDNoIQS20i2AekMRldnI3GTL7YGZWiEtKG3/FxkIRWz/Bzr9xkmyhiQcunDnnXube48WcSWXb38b c/MLi0nJuJb+6tr6xaW5t12SUCApVGvFINDwigbMQqoopDo1YAAk8DnWvfzHy6/cgJIvCWzWIoR2Qbsh8RonSkmvutTxQBJ/hklU6wq1L4Pp1 7T7cFbXm2LZrFmzLHgPPEicjBZSh4ppfrU5EkwBCRTmRsunYsWqnRChGOQzzrURCTGifdKGpaUgCkO10fMgQH2ilg/1I6AoVHqu/J1ISSDkIP N0ZENWT095I/M9rJso/bacsjBMFIZ185CccqwiPUsEdJoAqPtCEUMH0rpj2iCBU6ezyOgRn+uRZUitajm05N8eF8nkWRw7ton10iBx0gsroC lVQFVH0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mLTOGdnMDvoD4/MHaKKWYA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ruslvIRv05GlWE640BZrj2RXWIE=">AAA CCHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dLCwSBYyLIbDNoIQS20i2AekMRldnI3GTL7YGZWiEtKG3/FxkIRWz/Bzr9xkmyhiQcunDnnXube48WcSWXb38b c/MLi0nJuJb+6tr6xaW5t12SUCApVGvFINDwigbMQqoopDo1YAAk8DnWvfzHy6/cgJIvCWzWIoR2Qbsh8RonSkmvutTxQBJ/hklU6wq1L4Pp1 7T7cFbXm2LZrFmzLHgPPEicjBZSh4ppfrU5EkwBCRTmRsunYsWqnRChGOQzzrURCTGifdKGpaUgCkO10fMgQH2ilg/1I6AoVHqu/J1ISSDkIP N0ZENWT095I/M9rJso/bacsjBMFIZ185CccqwiPUsEdJoAqPtCEUMH0rpj2iCBU6ezyOgRn+uRZUitajm05N8eF8nkWRw7ton10iBx0gsroC lVQFVH0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mLTOGdnMDvoD4/MHaKKWYA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ruslvIRv05GlWE640BZrj2RXWIE=">AAA CCHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dLCwSBYyLIbDNoIQS20i2AekMRldnI3GTL7YGZWiEtKG3/FxkIRWz/Bzr9xkmyhiQcunDnnXube48WcSWXb38b c/MLi0nJuJb+6tr6xaW5t12SUCApVGvFINDwigbMQqoopDo1YAAk8DnWvfzHy6/cgJIvCWzWIoR2Qbsh8RonSkmvutTxQBJ/hklU6wq1L4Pp1 7T7cFbXm2LZrFmzLHgPPEicjBZSh4ppfrU5EkwBCRTmRsunYsWqnRChGOQzzrURCTGifdKGpaUgCkO10fMgQH2ilg/1I6AoVHqu/J1ISSDkIP N0ZENWT095I/M9rJso/bacsjBMFIZ185CccqwiPUsEdJoAqPtCEUMH0rpj2iCBU6ezyOgRn+uRZUitajm05N8eF8nkWRw7ton10iBx0gsroC lVQFVH0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mLTOGdnMDvoD4/MHaKKWYA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ruslvIRv05GlWE640BZrj2RXWIE=">AAA CCHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1dLCwSBYyLIbDNoIQS20i2AekMRldnI3GTL7YGZWiEtKG3/FxkIRWz/Bzr9xkmyhiQcunDnnXube48WcSWXb38b c/MLi0nJuJb+6tr6xaW5t12SUCApVGvFINDwigbMQqoopDo1YAAk8DnWvfzHy6/cgJIvCWzWIoR2Qbsh8RonSkmvutTxQBJ/hklU6wq1L4Pp1 7T7cFbXm2LZrFmzLHgPPEicjBZSh4ppfrU5EkwBCRTmRsunYsWqnRChGOQzzrURCTGifdKGpaUgCkO10fMgQH2ilg/1I6AoVHqu/J1ISSDkIP N0ZENWT095I/M9rJso/bacsjBMFIZ185CccqwiPUsEdJoAqPtCEUMH0rpj2iCBU6ezyOgRn+uRZUitajm05N8eF8nkWRw7ton10iBx0gsroC lVQFVH0iJ7RK3oznowX4934mLTOGdnMDvoD4/MHaKKWYA==</latexit>
  = 5.5, |Iz|/(3N/2) = 99.9%
<latexit sha1_base64="t6auZcgSCPE7fd8Ahuj9rFSNe8g=">AAACC3icbVC 7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2Q0Iggmx2o0FTCEEbbSSCeUA2hNnJJBky+2BmVoib9Db+io2FIrb+gJ1/4yTZQhMPXDiccy/33uMEjAppmt9aYml5ZXUtuZ7a2Nza3tF392r CDzkmVewznzccJAijHqlKKhlpBJwg12Gk7gwuJ379nnBBfe9ODgPSclHPo12KkVRSW0/bDpEInsOiUTyCo+v2wyifO77JFw6VVioZJTvb1jOmYU4BF4kVkwyIUWn rX3bHx6FLPIkZEqJpmYFsRYhLihkZp+xQkADhAeqRpqIecoloRdNfxjCrlA7s+lyVJ+FU/T0RIVeIoeuoThfJvpj3JuJ/XjOU3bNWRL0glMTDs0XdkEHpw0kwsEM 5wZINFUGYU3UrxH3EEZYqvpQKwZp/eZHUCoZlGtbtSaZ8EceRBAcgDXLAAqegDK5ABVQBBo/gGbyCN+1Je9HetY9Za0KLZ/bBH2ifPzFwlqs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t6auZcgSCPE7fd8Ahuj9rFSNe8g=">AAACC3icbVC 7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2Q0Iggmx2o0FTCEEbbSSCeUA2hNnJJBky+2BmVoib9Db+io2FIrb+gJ1/4yTZQhMPXDiccy/33uMEjAppmt9aYml5ZXUtuZ7a2Nza3tF392r CDzkmVewznzccJAijHqlKKhlpBJwg12Gk7gwuJ379nnBBfe9ODgPSclHPo12KkVRSW0/bDpEInsOiUTyCo+v2wyifO77JFw6VVioZJTvb1jOmYU4BF4kVkwyIUWn rX3bHx6FLPIkZEqJpmYFsRYhLihkZp+xQkADhAeqRpqIecoloRdNfxjCrlA7s+lyVJ+FU/T0RIVeIoeuoThfJvpj3JuJ/XjOU3bNWRL0glMTDs0XdkEHpw0kwsEM 5wZINFUGYU3UrxH3EEZYqvpQKwZp/eZHUCoZlGtbtSaZ8EceRBAcgDXLAAqegDK5ABVQBBo/gGbyCN+1Je9HetY9Za0KLZ/bBH2ifPzFwlqs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t6auZcgSCPE7fd8Ahuj9rFSNe8g=">AAACC3icbVC 7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2Q0Iggmx2o0FTCEEbbSSCeUA2hNnJJBky+2BmVoib9Db+io2FIrb+gJ1/4yTZQhMPXDiccy/33uMEjAppmt9aYml5ZXUtuZ7a2Nza3tF392r CDzkmVewznzccJAijHqlKKhlpBJwg12Gk7gwuJ379nnBBfe9ODgPSclHPo12KkVRSW0/bDpEInsOiUTyCo+v2wyifO77JFw6VVioZJTvb1jOmYU4BF4kVkwyIUWn rX3bHx6FLPIkZEqJpmYFsRYhLihkZp+xQkADhAeqRpqIecoloRdNfxjCrlA7s+lyVJ+FU/T0RIVeIoeuoThfJvpj3JuJ/XjOU3bNWRL0glMTDs0XdkEHpw0kwsEM 5wZINFUGYU3UrxH3EEZYqvpQKwZp/eZHUCoZlGtbtSaZ8EceRBAcgDXLAAqegDK5ABVQBBo/gGbyCN+1Je9HetY9Za0KLZ/bBH2ifPzFwlqs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="t6auZcgSCPE7fd8Ahuj9rFSNe8g=">AAACC3icbVC 7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2Q0Iggmx2o0FTCEEbbSSCeUA2hNnJJBky+2BmVoib9Db+io2FIrb+gJ1/4yTZQhMPXDiccy/33uMEjAppmt9aYml5ZXUtuZ7a2Nza3tF392r CDzkmVewznzccJAijHqlKKhlpBJwg12Gk7gwuJ379nnBBfe9ODgPSclHPo12KkVRSW0/bDpEInsOiUTyCo+v2wyifO77JFw6VVioZJTvb1jOmYU4BF4kVkwyIUWn rX3bHx6FLPIkZEqJpmYFsRYhLihkZp+xQkADhAeqRpqIecoloRdNfxjCrlA7s+lyVJ+FU/T0RIVeIoeuoThfJvpj3JuJ/XjOU3bNWRL0glMTDs0XdkEHpw0kwsEM 5wZINFUGYU3UrxH3EEZYqvpQKwZp/eZHUCoZlGtbtSaZ8EceRBAcgDXLAAqegDK5ABVQBBo/gGbyCN+1Je9HetY9Za0KLZ/bBH2ifPzFwlqs=</latexit>
Figure S6: Mean polarization and fluctuations as a function of
inverse temperature. Curves are calculated from a canonical
ensemble of non-interacting spin-3/2 nuclei, in the collective
polarization Iz basis, as a function of inverse temperature
  = ~!n/kBT . Dashed lines mark values corresponding to our
maximum measured cooling performance,
 I2z = (5N/4)/400 ⇡ 100.
9 Nuclear magnon oscillations
9.1 Extracting ⌘, carrier Rabi oscillations
The sideband parameter ⌘ is a model parameter representing
the ratio of oscillation frequency on the sideband ⌘⌦ relative
to the carrier ⌦. In Fig. 4, we present sideband oscillations
taken at   =  52 MHz from which we obtain ⌘ = 15%.
In Fig. S7, we present the corresponding carrier Rabi oscilla-
tions for the same drive strength ⌦ = 9MHz (middle panel of
Fig. 4).
9.2 Nuclear magnon vs electron population
In Fig. 4, our theory curves showed what we measure in our
experiment: the electron excited state population summed
over all nuclear states. In our simulations, we can however
readout the particular nuclear state |Iz 2i that we target with
our sideband drive. Here we show as Fig. S8 a version of
Fig. 4 (main text), where the population of the target nuclear
state is shown alongside the main theory curve and the data.
Figure S7: Carrier Rabi oscillations. Electronic |#i population,
measured after a Rabi drive time, at a detuning   ⇡ 0, at 3.5T. The
solid line is from a model with Rabi frequency ⌦ = 9MHz that
accounts for the effects of Overhauser field fluctuations, of the
inhomogeneous broadening of nuclear Zeeman energies, and of a
small systematic detuning of   = 3MHz in our measurement.
Table S1: Summary of directly measured experimental parameters
(single parameter fits)
Wavelength 950 nm
Electron geµB 6.3 GHz/T
Inhomogeneous dephasing time T ⇤2,th 1.7 ns
Homogeneous dephasing time T2 (2 T) 20 ns
Homogeneous dephasing time T2 (3 T) 500 ns
Homogeneous dephasing time T2 (5 T) 2000 ns
Sideband coupling ⌘ at 3.5 T (Fig. 4) 0.15
Nuclear relaxation time T1,n (3 T) 42 ms
10 Summary of model values
Table S2: Summary of fitted model parameters (multi-parameter
fits)
Number of nuclei N (Fig. 2) 3⇥ 104
Trion linewidth  0 (Fig. 2) 150MHz
Ac (Fig. 2) 600 kHz
Nuclear Zeeman spread !n at 3 T (Fig. 2) 10MHz
⌘ at 3 T (Fig. 2) 0.063
⌘1 at 3 T (Fig. 3 1st sideband) 0.10
⌘2 at 3 T (Fig. 3 2nd sideband) 0.14
Nuclear broadening  n (Fig. 3) 3.9 MHz
Nuclear broadening  n (Fig. 4) 0.7 MHz
Homogeneous dephasing time T2 at 3.5 T(Fig. 4) 5000 ns
Our models contain a number of parameters whose range
of values is well-known from previous studies (16,26,30,45),
but whose exact value is determined by fitting our data in sev-
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eral independent experiments.
The cooling experiments of Fig. 2 (main text) are fitted
with our single-species Raman cooling model described ear-
lier in this SI. We fix the nuclear Zeeman splitting to be that of
As, corresponding to a gyromagnetic ratio of 7.22MHz/T, and
the spin to I = 3/2. We introduce a nuclear Zeeman broad-
ening free parameter !n representing the effective spread of
Zeeman energies arising from the contribution of other species
and from quadrupolar interactions, which acts as an inhomo-
geneous broadening term in the Raman scattering rate. The
other free parameters of this model are the number of nuclei
Figure S8: Coherent electron-magnon exchange Electronic
excited state | #i population, measured after a Rabi pulse of ⌧ at a
detuning   =  2!n =  52MHz, for a magnetic field of 3.5 T,
measured for carrier Rabi frequencies ⌦ = 7, 9, 12MHz (top to
bottom). Solid curves are the corresponding theoretical calculations
of identical carrier Rabi frequencies. The dashed curves are the
simulated population transferred only to state | #, Iz   2i.
N , the collinear hyperfine constant Ac, the noncollinear hy-
perfine constant Anc, and the trion excited state linewidth  0.
While these parameters are “free”, we emphasize that they
are tied to independently measured values, from both our own
measurements and from literature, and are thus formally tied
to specific ranges.  !n should be no less than the Zeeman
energy broadening of ⇠ 3 MHz arising from strain inhomo-
geneities for a single species, and no more than these inho-
mogeneities added to the spread of species Zeeman energies,
⇠ 30 MHz (at 3 T). The number of nuclei N should be in
the range 104   106 (16). The total Overhauser shift NIAc
should be no less than for GaAs 16.3 GHz, and no more than
for InAs 38.1 GHz (16). The noncollinear hyperfine constant
Anc/Ac should be in the range 0.01   0.08 based on previ-
ous measurements and calculations (26, 45). The trion state
lifetime, known to be ⇠1 ns (16), corresponds to linewidths
100  400MHz.
The collinear hyperfine interaction product Ac
p
Nt is
tied to the inhomogeneous dephasing time T ⇤2 of the elec-
tron (29, 30) in the absence of any cooling; T ⇤2 =⇥
(2/3)NthA2c I(I + 1)i
⇤ 1/2. hi is the species-averaged value
of individual nuclear spin I and hyperfine constant Ac, where
we take the Indium concentration to be 50% as per previous
measurements on quantum dots from the same wafer (30).
Note that while not all species may contribute to the cooling
equally, all species will contribute to the thermal fluctuations
of the ensemble. As such, all Nt spins in the QD should be
counted here. We measure T ⇤2 = 1.7 ns, which gives the prod-
uct Ac
p
Nt = 190 MHz. The free parameter value of Ac
p
N
we arrive at from fitting our cooling data (Fig. 2 main text)
with our model is 104MHz. Within our model,N is the fitted
number of spins that partake in the cooling process, which we
know to be effectively smaller than the total number of spins
of all species Nt. This discrepancy could be thus explained if
indeed N/Nt = 33% of spins took part in the cooling.
The fitted values of the total Overhauser shift NIAc =
27 GHz agrees well with an InGaAs QD with 50% In. The
fitted non-collinear hyperfine constant Anc/Ac = 0.015, and
the number of spins 3 ⇥ 104 match those of previous studies
on non-collinear feedback effects in InGaAs QDs (26).
The trion excited state linewidth, fitted to  0 = 150MHz,
sets the absolute scale on the optical parameters ⌦ and  ,
which are measured through optical saturation. It was left a
free parameter in order to match the optimal rates measured
in Fig. 2 (main text).
The noncollinear hyperfine interaction constant Anc =
AcBQ/!n and quadrupolar interaction angle ✓ are deter-
mined by fitting the sideband spectrum in Fig. 3d (main
text), where we measure the ratio of population ⌘1 =
(
p
3N/4)(Anc/!n) sin(2✓) on the first sideband ( Iz ! Iz±1)
and ⌘2 = (
p
3N/4)(Anc/!n) cos2(✓)/2 on the second side-
band ( Iz ! Iz ± 2) relative to the principal transition. As
noted earlier, this is done with the simplification that the en-
semble is made up of a single species, As, with a Zeeman
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energy at 3 T of 21.6MHz. From this fit we obtain ⌘1 = 0.10
and ⌘2 = 0.14, or equivalently BQ = 1.7MHz, and ✓ = 21 .
We also measure the value ⌘ =
(
p
3N/4)(Anc/!n) sin(2✓) directly as determined by
measuring the ratio of oscillation frequency of electronic
population on the second sideband Iz ! Iz + 2 relative to the
frequency on the principal transition ⌦s/⌦ (Fig. 4 main text),
from which we obtain ⌘ = 0.15.
The discrepency between the sideband-resolved spectra,
where ⌘ = 0.10   0.15, and the cooling model, where
⌘ = 0.06, may be attributed to deviations from simple spectral
broadening of the sidebands in the case of cooling, whenever
multiple species with different coupling strength are corralled
to participate in the polarization-changing processes, contrary
to our simple single-species model.
10.1 Note on electron excited-state population
In Figs. 3 and 4 (main text) we present measurements of the
electron excited-state population, which we perform experi-
mentally by measuring the average trion fluorescence follow-
ing a spin-selective resonant laser pulse. For best agreement
with our theoretical analysis in Figs. 3 and 4 (main text), we
have found that we needed to leave the conversion factor from
readout fluorescence to population as a free parameter. In both
figures, this conversion factor is fitted to 60% of the value that
would be expected from taking the resonantly driven electron
population to be 0.5 at driving times well beyond its coher-
ence time T2.
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